
The leading open source MDA platform.

openMDX is the leading

open source MDA 

platform, based on the

Object Management

Group’s Model Driven

Architecture standards.

openMDX enables 

software architects and

developers to build 

and integrate software

applications in a highly

automated and indus-

trialized manner.

With the use of the

openMDX platform,

users experienced 

productivity gains and

savings of more than 

60 % on their initial 

projects.

Overview

Dramatically reduce
development costs
and accelerate 
time-to-market
Key features of openMDX:

>> Open source. No license fees.

>> MDA-based application development and integration 

framework.

>> Designed to build robust and scalable enterprise applications.

>> Scalability from single-process to fully distributed 

applications without changing a single line of code.

>> Brings MDA to J2EE, CORBA and .NET platforms.

>> No proprietary model tagging and enrichment.

>> Framework-based. No generative PIM-to-PSM mappings.

This makes the software development and maintenance

process much more manageable.

>> Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) supported by 

plugin architecture.

>> Out-of-the-box plug-ins for standard patterns and functions:

Persistency, auditing, history, roles.

www.openmdx.org
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No more platform 

discussions – 

just a focus on core 

business functionality.

Advantages of openMDX:

Time and cost savings ++

Open ++

Quality improvement ++

Scalability ++

Reusability ++

Standard compliance ++

Enterprise-ready ++

Speed and agility

A long-term goal of the software industry has been the achievement

of a more efficient level of application design and development. For

various reasons, the mainstream development community has not

adopted proprietary tools and deployment platforms such as CASE,

4GL or RAD. Nevertheless, it is about time for a change!

MDA is a sound concept for the development of sustainable 

platform- and vendor-independent software applications. Using

openMDX as the leading open source MDA implementation, you can

accomplish your goals in a industrialized way – efficient, automated,

comprehensive and scalable.

Productivity and scalability

openMDX is an industrial-strength open source, model-driven appli-

cation framework. Unlike most commercial tools, openMDX imple-

ments a generic, model-driven framework and supports aspect-

oriented programming with its open, flexible plugin architecture. The

openMDX platform lets you mix and run models within an open, yet

unified environment.

Time and cost savings

The use of appropriate development software and platforms reduces

the amount of work necessary for development and integration. The

benefits of openMDX:

>> Dramatically reduced development costs

>> A clean software architecture and documentation

>> A proven framework with high performance that has the possi-

bility to evolve and adapt changing business and system needs

>> Design of sustainable and scalable software solutions in an

automated and industrialized manner

Open source

Open source initiatives are well known for their strong commitment

to international accredited standards. Open standards are one of the

key success factors for interoperability, flexibility and sustaina-

bility. openMDX is a true open source initiative. Download openMDX

at no cost from www.openmdx.org and start deploying today.

A sample return-on-investment (ROI)

calculation of a typical project using

openMDX reads as follows::

Total development effort 
without openMDX 30 man years

Total development effort
with openMDX 7 man years

Time and cost savings 23 man years

Time and cost reduction 75%
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Scale your application

from a single-process 

to a fully distributed

solution.

Model Driven Architecture MDA

MDA is built on the solid foundation of well-established Object Man-

agement Group OMG standards. MDA helps deal with pressures on

enterprise computing by bringing a number of trends together.

MDA did not invent component-based development, middleware 

or EAI – rather, it expands on these and allows them to work better.

MDA separates business logic from the implementing infrastructure.

This allows rapid development and delivery of new interoperability

specifications that use new deployment technologies but are based

on proven business models.

With MDA, an enterprise captures its business logic through UML

models. However, instead of using UML models just for informal

specifications and guidelines, MDA uses formal models that can be

machine-processed. Such models are a direct part of the production

process and can drive generators, virtual machines or openMDX.

The most important elements 

of the platform-independent 

openMDX architecture:

PIP
Platform-

independent
plug-ins

openMDX – PIM platform

Component and service platform

PSP
Platform-
specific
plug-ins
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JMI MOF XMI JDO+
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openMDX does not 

replace J2EE or CORBA –

it enhances these 

platforms with MDA 

standards and principles.

www.openmdx.org

Next generation software 

Today’s “reflective” programming languages such as Java or C#

make it possible to write generic, model driven application

frameworks that reduce code generation to a minimum.

Gone are the days of complex, proprietary model tagging and

enrichment, PIM-to-PSM mappings, complex development

roundtrips and testing or expensive software maintenance.

With openMDX you simplify and standardize your develop-

ment process by defining your models, reusing existing pat-

terns and plug-ins, developing missing plug-ins and deploying

them to the openMDX and your application-server platform.

Advantages of openMDX:

>> Out-of-the-box plug-ins and PIMs drastically reduce 

development time

>> MDA increases software quality

>> Application-specific plug-ins allow

to implement project-specific requirements

>> No proprietary model tagging and enrichment – 

high reusability through MOF-compliant models

>> No PIM to PSM mappings 

reduce complexity and increase flexibility

>> Easy and manageable development roundtrip

>> Easy source-code management of PIMs and plug-ins

>> Component model mapping is a deployment task which

allows you to implement a wide range of deployment 

scenarios without changing models or plug-ins

A reality check:

The main conclusions of an openMDX

assessment performed by a 

large insurance company were:

Drastically shorter development time

Easy maintenance and reduced cost

Fewer roundtrips and higher quality results

The obvious conclusion:

openMDX leads to 

enhanced corporate agility.
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